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Abstract

With the development of information technology and the
application of information technology jumped into popu-
larity, the electronic document was used as a form of in-
formation transmission and data storage, more and more
electronic documents are facing the risk of being illegally
acquired and viewed. In order to solve this problem, this
paper proposes a novel file content protection method,
which based on the file content partitioning restructur-
ing. This method strengthens the file content protection
and improves the documents security. But it also greatly
increases the speed of encryption and decryption process.
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1 Introduction

In today’s world, the security of information is associated
with valid and reliable encryption algorithms [1]. With
the popularity of the network, the individual or company’s
important files were potential threat (such as illegal steal,
view, etc.). Therefore, we need to strengthen the Sensi-
tive information files and important documents secrecy.
However, choose what kind of encryption algorithm used
to encrypt the file is a problem, and we hope that the
algorithm is difficult to break, while the encryption and
decryption process is fast enough, do not delay too much
time. According to different situation to take different
approach; they can better guarantee the important file
content security.

Nowadays, there have two types of commonly used en-
cryption algorithms at home and abroad, they are sym-
metric encryption algorithm and asymmetric encryption
algorithm [6]. The DES algorithm is the old typical rep-
resentative of symmetric encryption algorithm [14], the

security of the encrypted file depends on the length of the
password. If the password is not enough length, the en-
crypted file is easiest to crack by exhaustive method. If we
build specialized hardware to crack the DES algorithm en-
cryption file, the less time was being required, in addition,
the DES algorithm need to 16 rounds of password replace-
ment and substitution operation, then operate the docu-
ments again, it is need to consume a lot of time [5]. An-
other typical symmetric encryption algorithms like AES
algorithm [4], a block encryption standard adopted by the
US federal government, this standard is used to replace
the original DES algorithm. However, the block length of
AES algorithm is fixed at 128 bits, the key length needed
is 128, 192 or 256 bits, has many limitations. Moreover,
the greater of the used password length, the longer of the
encryption and decryption process time-consuming.

The RSA algorithm is a typical representative of the
asymmetric encryption algorithm [13], its safety is high,
but this algorithm has more calculation. Encryption or
decryption large files consumed time is hundreds of times
of the AES algorithm, and the security of RSA algorithm
depends on the large number decomposition, due to its
public key is known, the private key can be calculated
according to the public key. If we can find a kind of
efficient large number decomposition algorithm, so it is
not difficult to break out of the private key [7, 8].

In addition, there are many novelty encryption meth-
ods, Hwang et al. [2] proposed a simple batch verifying
multiple RSA digital signatures. Their scheme is effi-
cient to reduce computation of verifying multiple RSA
signatures. Dong [3] proposed to enhance threshold secret
sharing schemes based on the Chinese remainder theorem
(CRT) by incorporating the well-known RSA Cryptosys-
tem. Chang et al. [11] proposed an improved version to
make the RSA-based certificateless scheme stronger and
more secure. Bao et al. [9] proposed a cryptanalysis and
improvement of Hwang et al. proposed scheme. Wang [12]
proposed a method with bind the executable file to en-
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crypt files, its advantage is run directly executable file in-
put password can view the file, its no need to repeat the
encrypted file, but the program need to store the correct
password to compare, namely the encrypted file contains
the correct password. We also can obtain the password
through other means. This method reduces the security
of the encrypted file content. Wang et al. [10] proposed a
policy based de-duplication architecture, using the mech-
anism of security proxy (SP) and random storage, which
separate storage services and security services to ensure
the security of user data and improve the system efficiency
at the same time.

But above all, there is a password related informa-
tion, encrypted file is always insecure, public key may
be cracked; stored passwords also can be obtained. Ac-
cording to this problem, this paper present file encryption
algorithm based on file content partitioning restructuring
to strengthen the file content protection.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the file content partitioning restructuring en-
cryption method. Section 3 introduces the experiment
and discussion. Finally, Section 4 concludes this paper.

2 File Content Partitioning Re-
structuring Encryption Method

2.1 File Encode Procedure

For any file content, when the computer process these
documents content, the file content was converted to ”0”
and ”1” binary byte code. If we make the large file en-
crypted in binary form, the file content encryption degree
equivalent to a file ”0” and ”1” chaos degree. In order
to increase a file ”0” and ”1” chaos degree, we can use a
variety of complex algorithms to encrypt the file content,
such as exclusive or, modular operation, etc., but it does
not necessarily have a high level of encryption, because in
the encryption process will inevitably make some useless.
For example, a third-order Rubiks cube, American scien-
tists have proved that any disturb the Rubiks cube can
be restored within twenty steps, it shows that how many
times disturb the Rubiks cube, the Rubiks cube can be
restored within twenty steps. The encryption file decod-
ing is just like the revivification Rubiks cube, it through
a variety of complex algorithms dealing with ten times or
even dozens of times. Maybe it only need a few steps can
be restored the file content.

By this we know that as long as the method is reason-
able and effective, even through a simple encryption pro-
cess, the level of encryption may be also complex. There-
fore, this paper considers the encryption algorithm based
on file content partitioning restructuring, the main idea
is: according to the user input password, the passwords
ASCII code as password in encoding process. We make
the file content divided into the passwords length pieces
(such as a passwords length is 20, then the file content
is divided into 20 pieces), and each small pieces with the

Figure 1: The file content size and password

corresponding password is proportional to the size (such
as user input ”lThy9686”, the program reads ASCII code
”1088410412157545654” as a password, then according to
user input passwords each character ASCII value divided
file content into 108, 84, 104, 84, 57, 54, 56, 54 pieces),
then according to the sorting rule make the partitioning
file content integrate into a new file, the sorted new file is a
restructured file. So that we can use ASCII international
generality to increase the security of encryption algorithm
and make the encryption algorithm has scope of applica-
tion. If the user wants to encrypt files binding the users
computer (that is, the encrypt files only allowed decoding
on users computer), you can choose the computer’s MAC
address or hard disk serial number as part of the password
in the encryption process, thus someone stealing encoded
files to other computers cannot be decoded.

2.2 File Encode Procedure

If you have a 1.74 MB file, we want to encrypt this file
based on file content partitioning restructuring (we make
file in bytes as the smallest unit to avoid the numerical
too big to inconvenience description, in practical cases the
smallest unit is bit.). The users need to enter a password
first, for example the password is 543294727, and it is
converted to ASCII as 53-52-51-50-57-52-55-50-55, in or-
der to make the block proportion has distinct distinction,
we use the user enter password numbers to divide the file
content. The file content size and password as shown in
Figure 1.

We give the input password a sequence number and
sort password from small to big order. At the same time,
if the password sequence changed, the sequence number
will also change. The password sorting is shown in Fig-
ure 2.

The file content is divided into nine blocks, which is
proportional to the size of password; you can see different
password numbers have difference size of file block. The
file block sorting is shown in Figure 3.

If we want to obtain each block file content size, we only
need sum of the password numbers, then the file content
size divided by the sum of the password numbers and can
get the unit block size (if any remainder can choose in the
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Figure 2: The password sorting

Figure 3: File block sorting

last block), such as Equation (1):

1826816 ÷ (5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 9 + 4 + 7 + 2 + 7)

= 42484 · · · 4. (1)

By Equation (1), the unit block size is 42484 bytes (the
remainder is 4), each password corresponding block size
is shown in Table 1.

We can see from Table 1, the password corresponding
block is proportional to the size (the last password 7′s
file size is more than the first password 7′s file size 4
bytes, because of containing the remainder 4 bytes), the
node column denote read each file blocks end position
(we assume the head node location is 0, the password 5′s
position is 0-212420, the password 4′s position is 212420-
382356, and so on).

The encrypted file is the original file content partition-
ing restructuring. The sorting process of the file content
partitioning is stabilizing order; the same size partition-
ing does not change the original order. Its size of each
partitioning is shown in Table 2.

We can see from Table 2, the node column denote write
each file block′s end position. We assume the encrypted
file′s header node location is 0, the first password 2′s file
content is copying the original file content from 509808
to 594776, and the second password 2′s file content is
copying the original file content from 1444456 to 1529424,
and so on. Such copies of each block and writing into
new file, the new file is encrypted files, the process is the
original file content partitioning restructuring.

However, this is just a simple example. In the actual
situation, we will judge each block. If one block is too
big, then encrypt this block by using the same password,
and recursion continues until all blocks are small enough.

2.3 File Decode Procedure

The decoding process and the encoding process in the
same way, it is sorting operation on file content. Most of
operations and encryption process are exactly the same,
just order change.

Likewise, the decoding process also requires the user to
enter the password; we can refer to Figure 1. the program
will rank password refer to Figure 2.The only difference
is the encoding process is the inverse process of decoding,
according to Table 1 and Table 2, the encryption process
is the original documents according to Table 1 read step
by step, according to Table 2 written to the file step by
step; the encrypted file decoding process is according to
the Table 2 read step by step, according to Table 1 writ-
ten to the file step by step, the process of encoding and
decoding depends on the sequence of Table 1 and Table 2.

3 Experiment and Discussions

We use our proposed algorithm and AES algorithm to
encrypt the same file and then test the effectiveness of
our proposed encryption algorithm. The test document
content is ”This is a file encryption test.”, and encrypt
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Table 1: The size of original file block

Password 5 4 3 2 9 4 7 2 7
File size 212420 169936 127452 84968 382356 169936 297388 84968 297392
Termination node 212420 382356 509808 594776 977132 1147068 1444456 1529424 1826816

Table 2: The size of encrypted file block

Password sorting 2 2 3 4 4 5 7 7 9
File size 84968 84968 127452 169936 169936 212420 297388 297392 382356
Termination node 84968 169936 297388 467324 637260 849680 1147068 1444460 1826816

Figure 4: File block sorting

results are shown in Figure 4.

We use 10 files to verify the performance of these en-
cryption methods, and use the same 128 bits password as
EncryptFilesTest. The parameters for computer is AMD
A4 CPU 1.5 GHz and RAM 6GB, the file sizeencryption
time cost and decryption time cost are shown in Figure 5.

We can be seen from Figure 5, with the increase of en-
crypted file contents, our method on the encryption and
decode time consumption is better than the AES algo-
rithm. The experimental results verify our algorithm effi-
ciency. The file encryption based on the file content par-
titioning restructuring, which encryption process is read
and write the file process. Just only read the order and
position is different, namely the cloning process is the
encrypt files, so that we can maximize the speed of en-
cryption process. At the same time, the file content only
needs a simple calculation before file encryption (namely,
we need to compute the size of each file content block
and end location), encryption process does not occupy
too much time.The execution speed of these two encryp-
tion algorithms based on encrypt and decrypt the biggest
file as shown in Table 3.

By encoding/decoding process, the file itself and the
program will not store any information related to the
password, the password is only used as a keyword, namely
the user enter a password would be to encrypt or decrypt
files once, the program will not compare password cor-
rectly or not, it also ensures that no one except the user
know the correct password, don’t leave any information
may calculate the password.

Our encryption method also made the exhaustive
method decrypt file changed unrealistic and doesn’t like
other encryption algorithm. It use the password in any

length (the length greater than 0). Due to the algo-
rithm would recursion encrypt file until all blocks are
small enough, it is possible to provide the same security
for different lengths of password, but the encryption time
is likely to change. In this case, you do not know the
password is 128 bits or 1024 bits, it is not a fixed size,
and it may be an odd number of bytes such as 17 or 23.
Sometimes you have to decrypt the file completely then
you could know the password is correct or not, instead of
just compare password. According to the results above,
a 600MB file decryption will consume nearly a minute of
time, a nine digit password has a billion of possibilities,
the exhaustive method to crack the code will be consumed
more than 1900 years.

Thus if the user input the correct password decrypt
documents will not cost too much time by our proposed
method, the decryption speed always depends on the hard
disk read and write speed, but the exhaustive method
would increase cost observably.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an efficient method for file
content based on the file content partitioning restructur-
ing. So we can use different sorting ways to enhance the
encryption algorithm performance, the encryption algo-
rithm is still has insufficient place, such as the large file
encryption need cost slightly longer times, encryption re-
quire larger memory space. We will continue to improve
our encryption method in the future work.
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Figure 5: The encryption/decryption cost time comparison chart

Table 3: The execution speed

Execution speed (MB/s) our algorithm AES Open SSL
Encryption 9.9 9.2
Decryption 16.9 11.6
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